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parasitism with sequential decisions
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Department of Mathematics
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Brighton BN1 9RF
United Kingdom.

Abstract

The interaction between hosts and parasites in bird populations has been studied extensively. This paper uses
game theoretic methods to model this interaction. This has been done in previous papers but has not been studied
taking into account the detailed sequential nature of this game. We introduce a model allowing the host and parasite
to make a number of decisions which will depend on a number of natural factors. The sequence of events begins
with the host forming a nest and laying a number of eggs, followed by the possibility that a parasite bird will arrive
at the nest; if it does it can choose to destroy a number of the host eggs and lay one of its own. A sequence of events
follows, which is broken down into two key stages; firstly the interaction between the host and the parasite adult, and
secondly that between the host and the parasite chick. The final decision involves the host choosing whether to raise
or abandon the chicks that are in the nest. There are certain natural parameters and probabilities which are central
to these various decisions; in particular the host is generally uncertain whether parasitism has taken place, but can
assess the likelihood of parasitism based upon certain cues (e.g. how many eggs remain in its nest). We then use this
methodology to model two real-world interactions, that of the Reed Warbler with the Common Cuckoo and also the
Yellow Warbler with the Brown-Headed Cowbird. These parasites have different methods in the way they parasitize
the nests of their hosts, and the hosts can in turn have different reactions to these parasites. Our model predictions
generally match the real results well, and the model also makes predictions of the effect of changes of various key
parameters on the type of parasitic interactions that should occur.

Introduction

Many species of bird parasitise others by laying their eggs in their nests (brood parasitism, e.g. Payne(1977)).
It involves the introduction of an egg into a previously laid ’host’ nest by a parasite. Sometimes such
parasitism occurs within species (intraspecific) and sometimes the victims are other species (interspecific).
Typically intraspecific parasites also form their own nest, but interspecific parasites do not, and are thus
completely reliant on their hosts to raise their offspring, and are referred to as obligate brood parasites
(Davies and de L. Brooke(1988)). There are six clades of birds which exploit the post-hatching care of
other species; the old world cuckoos, the Clamator cuckoos, the new world cuckoos, the honeyguides, the
Vidua finches and the Cuckoo-Finch Anomalospiza imberbis, and five species of cowbird (Sorenson and
Payne(2005)). The reproductive biology of the brood parasites is broadly similar between species, but the
behavior of their chicks differs in one key respect. Soon after hatching some parasite chicks (from the old
world cuckoos, some of the new world cuckoos, the Cuckoo-Finch and the honeyguides) deliberately kill
the host young, either by evicting them from the nest or by using their hooked bills to inflict lethal injuries.
The remaining species do not do this, and generally at least one of their companions in the nest survives
to fledge.

What is the cause of such differences in behaviour? One possibility is that species that do not kill host young
either suffer from evolutionary lag or are not physically capable due to the relatively large size of host young.
There is some strong evidence for evolutionary lag since the most recently evolved brood parasites tend to
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be those that do not kill chicks. However, there are exceptions. For example, the Brown-headed Cowbird
Molothrus ater at times strategically evicts host offspring from the nest (Dearborn(1996)), and two old world
cuckoo species appear to have lost the capacity to kill young.

An alternative explanation for the difference is to consider the possible costs that parasitic offspring may
experience when they kill nest-mates, which might limit the evolution of host-killing (Kilner(2005)); for
instance such a cost is an increased risk of desertion by the host parents (Langmore et al.(2003)). We shall
consider a single interaction between a host and its parasite, which will involve potential strategic choices
at different stages.

Several decisions can be made by the adult host and parasite and also by the parasite chick once it
has hatched. These decisions include (for the host) ejection of the parasite egg (Payne and Payne(1998);
Lowther(1995)), abandonment of the nest (Servedio and Hauber(2006)), or to continue to raise the clutch
with the parasite intact (Lorenzana and Spencer(2001)). The adult parasite can decide to eject some or all
of the host eggs whilst it lays a parasitic egg (Davies and de L. Brooke(1988)) or can just add the egg but
otherwise leave the nest as it is (Lorenzana and Spencer(2001)).

There is a cost to the host in raising a parasite chick (Hoover(2003)), whether this be in the destruction by
the parasite of its own chicks it has spent time to raise or in the increased cost of raising the parasite chick,
(Kilner et al.(2004)). There are also costs in trying to resist parasitism (Davies et al.(2003)). For example,
some parasites have evolved to the point where they are able to mimic the host egg to a good degree (Stokke
et al.(1999)); this can cause the host to eject the wrong egg. There is also the possibility that it could also
damage its own nest in trying to eject the parasite (Hoover and Reetz(2006)). Thus the host must balance
the costs of resisting this parasitism with the potential benefits of resistance, the cost-benefit equilibrium
(Winfree(1999)).

Significant mathematical modelling work in the brood parasitism field has been done by Takasu (Takasu(2005);
Takasu et al.(1993); Takasu(1998)). Much of his work considered the dynamics of a whole population of
hosts and/or parasites, focusing on the underlying genetics and the co-evolution between the host and parasite
in the form of an arms race describing the adaptation of the level of rejection and mimic behaviour over time.
Evolution typically occurs in the following stages. Firstly hosts neither recognize nor reject parasites and
there is no mimicry. Then hosts establish defenses against eggs that look different. Since there is no mimicry
the parasites may become extinct. Finally parasites evolve better mimicry forcing the host to raise rejection
levels or give up rejection completely due to the associated costs. Takasu considers the possible outcomes
from this co-evolutionary process in parasite and host behaviour, and in egg appearance. He also looks into
the evolution of the host-parasite interaction over a succession of breeding seasons, as opposed to just one
interaction or even one single breeding season. For related modelling work tying in both intraspecific and
interspecific parasitism, see Yamauchi (1995).

Previous models of this behaviour have used game theoretical methods, for example (Maruyama and
Seno(1999); Broom et al.(2008); Davies et al.(1996); Robert and Sorci(2001)). Pagel et al (1998) have
provided a model of the evolution of ejector and non-ejector host birds, mostly in relation to cuckoos.
Rodrguez-Girons and Lotem (1999) and Lawes and Marthews (2003) discuss the egg rejection problem
with regards to parasitism rate and egg mimicry. Zink (2000) has modelled the behaviour of intraspecfic
brood parasitism, looking at when this is beneficial to co-operative or solitary breeding . Schmidt and Whelan
(1999) discuss the impact of nest predatation and brood parasitism and what level of defence should be
allocated to each..

Some of these models are sequential in the sense that the parasite makes a decision, and the host reacts to
that decision. Our intention is to capture the more complex interplay of host and parasite, which in reality
involves a number of stages. We identify the sequence of events in the host-parasite interaction to create a
game in the extensive form, which is then solved numerically.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Decisions by Host and Parasite

The Model

We define the interaction in Figure 1. The first stage is a decision by the host bird at the beginning of the
game to lay a certain number of eggs. After this occurs there is a period of time in which a single parasite
can visit the nest. If it does then it decides whether to lay an egg. If it does lay an egg it also has the option
to eject some of the host eggs from the nest. If it does not lay an egg then the host may continue just as
if the parasite had not been there. Following this the host can make one of three decisions; it can abandon
the nest, eject an egg in an attempt to remove the parasite and continue to nurture the nest, or just continue
to nurture the nest. This then goes on to the hatching stage; once the eggs hatch the parasite chick makes
another decision whether to destroy/eject/bury any number of the host chicks or unhatched eggs. The final
decision is that of the host whether to raise the brood depending on the number of chicks in the nest and
the likelihood that it is raising a parasite.

The problem we must solve when looking at this model is the fact that at any stage the host does not know
where it is on the game tree. For example if there are four eggs in the nest in the middle of the game, are
they all host eggs, or is one of them a parasite? It will make its decision based upon the probability that
there is a parasite given the number of eggs observed. Thus the standard dynamic programming methods
will not work as information sets contain more than a single point on the tree, and we have a game of
imperfect information where not only is the position on the tree uncertain, but the probability of being
in certain positions depends upon earlier decisions. There is thus an interaction between earlier and later
decisions, with the optimal choice in each depending on that in the other.

S1 This is the first and overall main decision by the host, which is the choice of how many eggs (n) to
lay at the beginning of the cycle, which can theoretically be anything from one upwards. Of course
in practice there will be a certain maximum number the host will be able to lay, but at this stage we
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shall allow for any number, and the host will be prevented from laying large numbers by increasingly
prohibitive costs. At this point the host will incur a laying cost which we shall callCL(n). Biologically
speaking this cost represents the use of resources in laying eggs in the current nest at a cost to other
activities which may affect survival or the ability to lay more eggs at a later date when perhaps the
situation is better for the host.

S2 The valueβ is the probability that a parasite visits the nest and lays an egg. In the case where there is
no parasite we skip to S3. Stage 2 is the decision as to whether the adult parasite will destroy some,
all or none of the host eggs and lay one of its own. This decision by the parasite will be denoted
as δA

n,x−1, where a value forδA
n,x−1 will be given for all x ∈ (1, n + 1). These values will signify

the probability that if the adult parasite seesn eggs it will destroyn − x − 1 to leavex (including
its own), therefore

∑n+1
x=1 δA

n,x−1 = 1. It will usually be the case that for one value ofx, δA
n,x−1 = 1

and for the rest this will be zero. If it does destroy down to a total ofx eggs it will incur the cost
CDA(n−x− 1), the cost of destruction for the adult parasite. This relates to the fact that the parasite
must make an effort in order to destroy some of the host eggs; this could relate to a loss of energy
or time. The loss of time could be important as this may lead to the parasite being discovered by the
host. Similarly, the more the nest is disturded, the greater the chance of alerting the host.

S3 This is the first of two natural destruction stages, and it affects both host eggs and the one parasite
egg (if there is such an egg). If there arex host eggs in the nest and no parasite then the probability
that y host eggs survive is given assx

y . If the nest hasx − 1 host eggs plus a parasite, we set the
probability thaty of those eggs are left after S3 again assx

y . If y eggs are left in total at this point then
we assume that the parasite has a probability of survival ofy

x
(i.e. the parasite has the same chance

of survival as each host egg). This means that the overall probability of survival for the parasite is∑x
y=0 sx

y
y
x
.

Natural destruction could occur due to nest predation, bad weather or poor parental care. If it is
predation, usually the whole nest will be lost, and an alternative idea would be to simplify our model
by allowing only no or full destruction. However, we want to maintain the flexibility of a more general
model.

S4 This is a decision that occurs by the host before hatching. This occurs a while after laying when
some natural destruction may have occurred and is in the time-period after which any parasite must
have arrived (a later parasite’s egg would not hatch, because host incubation is too far advanced).
The host makes one of three decisions:

(a) Leave the nest alone, so choosinga = 1. This means that the host will do nothing and leave
the nest as it is.

(b) Eject one egg (b = 1). If the host believes there may be a parasite then it can eject one egg,
which will be the correct egg (the parasite) with probabilityσ, if there is indeed a parasite.

(c) Abandon the nest (c = 1).
We label the number of eggs remaining at the end of this stagem.

S5 This is the second natural destruction stage and has the same basis as S3, however we label the
probability of destruction astmx .

S6 This is a decision by the parasite chick to destroy a number of the eggs or chicks. We use the term
δC
x−1,y−1 to define the decision to destroyx − y eggs (i.e.δC

x−1,y−1 = 1 iff x − y are destroyed, and
otherwiseδC

x−1,y−1 = 0), so leavingy − 1 host eggs (soy eggs in total) in the nest if there arex− 1
host eggs in the nest at this stage. If it does this then as before it will incur the costCDC(x − y).
This cost could be described as before both in terms of the amount of energy exerted to destroy or
eject an egg, or the time in which it takes to eject an egg. The time factor may be important because
it may result in detection by the adult which we would then assume may kill the parasite chick or
abandon the nest.

S7 This is the final decision of the host whether to raise the full brood or not. If the number of eggs that
have made it to this stage isy, then it will incur a cost ofCR(y) if it chooses to raise. The parasite
will receive a reward depending on how many host eggs there are in the nest. This is denoted as
RP (y − 1). The host will receive a reward depending on how many of its own eggs make it to this
stage, denotedRH(y). The host’s decision will be denoted byρy, the probability that given there are
y chicks in the nest at this final stage, the host will raise them. In most cases this probability will
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TABLE I

TABLE OF PARAMETERS

Parameter Description

RH(x) Reward to the host for havingx chicks in the nest at the end of the game

RP (x) Parasite reward when there arex host chicks with the parasite at the game’s end

CR(x) Cost to the host for raisingx chicks in the nest at the end of the game

CL(x) Cost to the host for layingx eggs in the beginning of the game

Ca Cost of abandoning the nest in the middle of the game

Cb Cost of abandoning the nest at the end of the game

CE Cost to the host if it chooses to eject an egg

CDA(x) Cost to the parasite adult for destroyingx host eggs

CDC(x) Cost to the parasite chick for destroyingx host chicks

ξ The relative demand on resources of a parasite chick to a host chick

β Probability that a parasite will visit the nest and lay an egg

sx
y Probability that if there arex eggs all buty will be destroyed (Adult Game)

tm
x Probability that if there arem eggs all butx will be destroyed (Chick Game)

σ Probability that the host correctly recognizes the parasite if it chooses to eject in S4

n Decision of the number of eggs to lay in S1

ρy Decision to raise or not if there arey chicks left at the end

a Decision to leave the nest alone in S4 (i.e.a = 1 ⇒ nest is left alone)

b Decision to eject one egg in S4 (i.e.b = 1 ⇒ eject one egg)

c Decision to abandon the nest in S4

δA
n,x−1 Decision by the parasite adult to destroyn− x eggs leavingx− 1 host eggs

δC
m−1,x−1 Decision by the parasite chick to destroym− x chicks leavingx− 1 host chicks

either be one or zero. Whereρy = 1 it means that the host will always raise if there arey chicks in
the nest and whereρy = 0 it means that the host will never raise if there arey chicks in the nest. The
fitness cost to raising the parasite may be higher for a host parent than the cost of raising a chick of
its own, this extra cost being denoted byξ, so that the cost of the parasite chick is equivalent toξ host
chicks. Thus if there is a parasite the cost to the host becomesCR(y − 1 + ξ). This cost represents
the physical exertion the host must put out in order to feed and otherwise raise the brood. Obviously
the larger the brood the more food it will have to gather and the harder it will be to get the whole
brood raised, and this cost may be in decreased probability of successful raising of the brood, or in
its own survival chances.

Note that we allowed egg ejection in Stage 4 but not in Stage 7. As shown in Planque et al (2001) chick-
rejection is not cost effective and is also not seen in nature. So for the purposes of simplicity we discard
the possibility of ejecting the chick.

Breaking the model down

As we stated earlier this cannot be broken down using the standard dynamic programming methods directly,
however it is possible to solve this problem numerically, by feeding forward information from the start of
the game with various possibilities, and finding consistent solutions when feeding back from the end of the
game in the standard way. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In order to compute this model we break it down
into two games. One which runs from S4 to S7 which we shall call the Chick Game and another which
runs from S1 to S4 which we shall call the Adult Game. This will mean there is an interaction between the
games at S4, where the decision in S4 will be determined by the outcomes and decisions in the stages after
this. The decisions made in S1 and S2 will be determined by the expected outcome of the given decision
in S4.
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The Chick Game

In this game we require the probability that a parasite chick has made it to stage S4; we call this probability
α, which we evaluate in the next section. We finally look at the decision made in S7 and in particular
the value ofr(x), the expected reward for raising a clutch containingx chicks given thaty eggs made it
to the start of the chick game (whether this contains a parasite being unknown to the host) . To do this
we break down the value of r(x) into four possibilities; firstly where there was no parasite and then when
there is a parasite combined with the three possible host decisions given bya = 1 (b = 0), b = 1 (a = 0)
and a = b = 0 (meaning thatc = 1 and the decision to abandon was taken). For exampleHa(x) is the
expected reward to a host if it chooses to raise a clutch of sizex, conditional on there originally having
been a parasite and the host having made the decision to raise at stage 4. This factors in the various possible
events between stages 4 and 7 which could have led to the clutch size reachingx (natural as well as parasite
induced) to find the probability of there being a parasite present.

The outcome for the host in the chick game given there is no parasite in the nest is

H0(x) = atyx(RH(x)− CR(x)) + bty−1
x (RH(x)− CR(x))− cCa (1)

The outcome for the host in the chick game given there is a parasite in the nest and the decision at Stage
4 is a=1 is

Ha(x) =

y∑
z=x

tyz(
z

y
δC
z−1,x−1(RH(x− 1)− CR(x + ξ − 1))

+ tyx

(
1− x

y

)
(RH(x)− CR(x))

(2)

The outcome for the host in the chick game given there is a parasite in the nest and the decision at Stage
4 is b=1 is

Hb(x) = σty−1
x (RH(x)− CR(x))

+ (1− σ)

( y−1∑
z=x

ty−1
z

z

y − 1
δC
z−1,x−1(RH(x− 1)− CR(x + ξ − 1))

+ ty−1
x (1− x

y − 1
)(RH(x)− CR(x))

) (3)

The outcome for the host in the chick game if the decision at Stage 4 is c=1 is

Hc(x) = −CA

Therefore

r(x) = (1− α)H0(x) + α(aHa(x) + b(Hb(x)− Ce) + (1− (a + b))Hc(x)) (4)

We can also work out the outcome for the parasite inStage 6given the different decisions, where we assume
that m eggs have made it toStage 5. We also assume thatx eggs have made it toStage 6with the parasite
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surviving with probabilityx
n
. So the outcome for the parasite if it chooses to destroyx− y eggs to leavey

is

Πx,y = ρyRP (y)− CDC(x− y) (5)

whereΠx,y is the reward to a parasite chick given that it survived toStage 6as one ofx eggs and chooses
to destroy down to a total ofy. In general we will use the symbolΠ to represent the reward to the parasite.
In particular in addition toΠx,y, we defineΠ to be the overall reward to the parasite at the start of the
game,Π(x) as the expected reward for the parasite ifx eggs are in the nest at the start of the Chick game
andΠΓ as the expected reward to the parasite chick given that it survives toStage 6and that it plays the
strategy vectorΓ (prior to the number of surviving eggs being known).

We can then use this in turn to find the optimal decision for the host in Stage 4.

The Adult Game

We have to use backward induction again to evaluate the Adult Game and we need to look at S4 and with
this the Chick Game. In particular we need to work out the decision made at S4 by the host. The host will
then make the decisions in the later stages based upon the outcomes from the Chick game. This outcome
depends upon the value ofα. Using conditional probability we can deduce

α = P (Parasite| x eggs) =
P (Parasite & x eggs)

P (x eggs)

There are different possibilities of how there came to bex eggs atStage 3, given thatn host eggs were laid.

Firstly, there was no parasite in the nest at all and all the destruction was natural, occurring with probability

α0 = (1− β)sn
x

Secondly, there was a parasite and the destruction was caused in part by the parasite and in part by nature
with the parasite egg not destroyed, occurring with probability

α1 = β
n∑

k=x−1

δA
n,ks

k+1
x

(
x

k + 1

)

Thirdly, there was a parasite and the destruction was caused in part by the parasite and in part by nature
with the parasite egg destroyed

α2 = β

n∑
k=x

δA
n,ks

k+1
x

(
1− x

k + 1

)

This means we have

α =
α1

α0 + α1 + α2

(6)

This will then give us an outcome for S4 onwards and thus we can find the decision made at S4 by the
host. From this we can work out the best decision for the parasite at S6 and so on. We get the following
outcome for the parasite if it destroys down tox eggs at Stage 2
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Stage 1

n
-

�
Stage 2

H

δA
n,x-

�
Stage 4a

Π

α

Ω

-

�
Stage 4b

abc

r(x)

-

�
Stage 6

∆

Πx,y

-

�
Stage 7

Fig. 2. Stages of the computer program

P (n, x) =
x∑

y=0

sx
y

y

x
(ayΠ(y − 1) + by(1− σ)Π(y − 2))− CDA(n− x− 1) (7)

whereay = 1 means that the decision from the host in S3 is to leave the nest alone andΠ(x) is as described
above. If the host will never raise a brood this could result in a negative outcome for the parasite, however
this also results in a game where the host will never raise any of its own chicks, which would most likely
mean a nest will not be formed in the first place. This scenario is unlikely, therefore, to correspond to any
real situation; in particular the parasite will not make a decision which the host will follow by not raising.

Once we know the decision by the parasite we can also work out the decision from the host in S1.

H(n) = (1− β)
n∑

y=0

sn
yΩ(y) + β

n∑
x=0

δA
n,x

x∑
y=0

sx
yΩ(y) (8)

whereΩ(x) is the expected reward to a host in Stage 4 when there arex eggs.

Computing the Model

Real clutch sizes can be large (up to about 30 chicks for some species) so the set of possible sequences of
events can be extremely large. We have written a set of programs using MATLAB version 7 to compute
our solutions. We created six programs with one feeding information into another, starting from the end
of the game first and working backwards. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The arrows pointing left to right
represent information being fed into later stages of the program, those from right to left represent the
dynamic programming method of finding optimal decisions based upon later ones.

Stage 7

In this part we have all the information necessary to calculate the values ofr(x) for the host as shown in
the previous section. This will also allow us to find the optimal values ofρx for each of the possible values
of x. All we need to do is compare eachr(x) to −Cb. If it is bigger then we setρx = 1, and if it is not
thenρx = 0.

Stage 6

Assume thatm eggs have reachedStage 4and if i eggs are left after natural destruction then the parasite
will choose to destroy leavingγi host chicks. We denoteΓ as the vector

Γ = [0, γ1, γ2, . . . , γm−1] (9)
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We need to find the best choice ofΓ for the parasite. The easiest way to do this (mathematically) is to feed
all possible values ofΓ

0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 1
...

...
0 1 2 . . . m− 2 m− 2
0 1 2 . . . m− 2 m− 1

into theStage 7program to calculate the expected outcome for every possible decision. Then we select the
one which gives the best outcome for the parasite chick.

Note that there is a relationship between theγ’s and theδC ’s. Theγ’s are the actual number of host chicks
the parasite will choose to destroy given a numberi whereas theδC ’s represent a binary decision. I.e. Does
the parasite destroy down tox eggs if there arei in the nest. So ifγi = x then this meansδC

i,x = 1 with
δC
i,y = 0 for all y 6= x.

Definition 1: We defineΓ∗ as the value of the vectorΓ which yields the largest outcome for the parasite
chick.

However since there arem! possible variations ofΓ, this poses problems for use on a computer. Ifm = 8
this means we have to run the code40320 times, which takes approximately3 minutes using a standard
PC. However potentially we need to be able to calculate for much larger values ofm, up to about 30 since
some hosts will lay this many eggs, and we would have to run the code2.6525 × 1032 times. We use an
alternative process instead, as follows.

Initially we choose

Γ = [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0]

and calculate the best outcome for placem− 1

0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 1
...

...
0 0 0 . . . 0 m− 2
0 0 0 . . . 0 m− 1

We select the best of these for the parasite(0, 0, . . . , γ′
m−1) and move to them− 2th position.

0 0 0 . . . 0 γ′
m−1

0 0 0 . . . 1 γ′
m−1

...
...

0 0 0 . . . m− 3 γ′
m−1

0 0 0 . . . m− 2 γ′
m−1

We continue down the zero, obtaining

Γ′ = (γ′
0, γ

′
1, . . . , γ

′
m−1)
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This lowers the amount ofγ’s we check fromm! to
∑m−1

x=0 x = m(m−1)
2

or in the case ofm = 30 from
2.6525× 1032 to 435.

We proceed to show that (under reasonable conditions) this estimatedγ
′

is the same as thetrue γ for our
system.

Theorem 1:If RH(x− 1)− CR(x− 1 + ξ) < 0 thenΓ∗ = Γ
′
, for all 1 ≤ x ≤ m.

The conditionRH(x − 1) − CR(x − 1 + ξ) < 0 for all x means that the parasite has a sufficiently large
detrimental effect that the host will always have a negative outcome. Thus if the host was certain that there
was a parasite present, abandonment would be the best policy.

Note thatΓ∗ andΓ
′

are not always equal because the chick rejection strategy of the parasite chick affects
the probability that a nest with a certain number of chicks actually contains a parasite. Accordingly, any
elements of the parasite strategy set can affect a decision of the host against any number of chicks.

Proof: The proof is by induction.

1) First of all we prove that if[0, γ1, γ2, . . . , γm−1] is the true solution that the first cycle will produce
[0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, γm−1] in the quick solution. i.e.γ′

m−1 = γm−1.
If we set Γ∗ = [0, γ1, γ2, . . . , γm−1] (the true solution) andΓ′ = [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, γ′

m−1], we get the
following outcomes forΠγ andΠγ′.

ΠΓ∗ =
m∑

x=1

tmx

x−1∑
y=1

δC
x−1,y−1(ρyRp(y − 1)− CDC(x− y)) (10)

= tmm(ργm−1+1Rp(γm−1)− CDC(m− γm−1))

+tmm−1(ργm−2+1Rp(γm−2)− CDC(m− 1− γm−2))

+ · · ·+ tm1 (ργ1Rp(0)− CDC(0))

Π′
Γ =

m∑
x=1

tmx

x−1∑
y=1

δC′

x−1,y−1(ρyRp(y − 1)− CDC(x− y)) (11)

= tmm(ργ′m−1+1Rp(γ
′
m−1)− CDC(m− γ′

m−1))

+
m∑

x=0

tmx (ρ1Rp(0)− CDC(x− 1))

where theδC ’s come from theγ’s in Γ∗ and theδC′
’s come from theγ′’s in Γ′ as previously described.

The only place where bothγm−1 andγ′
m−1 appear is in the first term of each expression. So the best

choice ofγ′
m−1 will be the same as the true value as long asργm−1+1 = ργ′m−1+1.

So we must look at the host outcome in Stage 7. Without loss of generality we assumea = 1 (an
almost identical argument works forb = 1). We also need only to look at the parts where the decision
of the parasite affects the decision in this final stage. Note ifρx = 0 ∀x ∈ (0, y) then it is clear that
γy = γ′

y = y since the host will never raise.
Here the outcome for the host isr(x) = H0(x) + αHa(x) where

H0(x) = (1− α) (atmx (RH(x)− CR(x)) (12)

is not affected by the parasite and

Ha(x) =
m∑

z=x

tmz
z

m
δC
z−1,x−1(RH(x− 1)− CR(x + ξ − 1))

+ tmx (1− x

m
)(RH(x)− CR(x)).

(13)
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The only part ofr(x) affected by the parasite is
∑m

z=x−1 tmz
z
m

δC
z−1,x−1(RH(x − 1) − CR(x + ξ − 1))

and we shall denoter(x) minus this expression byrNP . In addition we shall also assumerNP > 0,
since otherwise unparasitised nests would not be profitable.
With the given values fromΓ∗, the above formula rearranges to

tmm(RH(γm−1−1)−CR(γm−1 + ξ−1))+
m−2∑

x=γx+1

tmx−1

x− 1

m
δC
x,γx−1(RH(γx−1)−CR(γx + ξ−1)) (14)

We also assume that this is bigger thanCb − rNP , since otherwiseργm−1 = 0, which contradicts our
assumption that the host will raise. Looking at the value forΓ′, we only need consider

tmm(RH(γ′
m−1 − 1)− CR(γ′

m−1 + ξ − 1)) (15)

Therefore we get out the same result forργm−1 as long as

tmm(RH(γm−1 − 1)− CR(γm−1 + ξ − 1)) ≥ Cb − rNP (16)

Since we have assumedRH(γx−1)−CR(γx +ξ−1) < 0, the summation part of (14) is also negative,
meaning the inequality in (16) holds.

2) Now we must perform the induction step.
Let us suppose that we have found some values ofΓ′ and that these are identical to the equivalent
terms inΓ∗ i.e. all theγ′

i = γi for all i ∈ (x, m− 1). We then considerγ′
x−1 from

Γ′ = [0, 0, . . . , γ′
x−1, γx, . . . , γm−1] (17)

The new value forΠγ′ is

ΠΓ′ =
m∑

y=1

tmy

y−1∑
z=1

δC
y−1,z−1(ρzRp(z − 1)− CDC(y − z)) (18)

Since we know all of the values ofδC
y−1,z−1 we can substitute these in giving

ΠΓ′ =
m∑

y=x

tmx (ρ1Rp(0)− CDC(y − 1)) (19)

+tmx (ργ′x+1Rp(γ
′
x−1)− CDC(m− γ′

x−1))

+
m∑

y=1

ty−1
x (ρ1Rp(0)− CDC(y − 1))

We can break this up into the first term, which is the same as in thetrue solution, and the second
and third terms, which could (potentially) affect the decision of the host in Stage 7. We again have a
situation where we need to check ifγy = γ′

y. We shall look at the outcome for the host forΓ∗, and
again w.l.o.g. we assumea = 1 and only look at the part which involves the parasite

m∑
z=x

tmz
z

m
(RH(γx−1 − 1)− CR(γx−1 + ξ − 1)) (20)

+tmx
x

m
(RH(γx−1 − 1)− CR(γx−1 + ξ − 1))

+
x+1∑
z=0

tm+1
z+1

z + 1

m + 1
(RH(γx − 1)− CR(γx + ξ − 1))

which is assumed to be greater thanCb − rNP .
We obtain the outcome forΓ′ as
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m∑
z=x

tmz
z

m
(RH(γ′

x−1 − 1)− CR(γ′
x−1 + ξ − 1)) (21)

+tmx
x

m
(RH(γ′

x−1 − 1)− CR(γ′
x−1 + ξ − 1))

(22)

which is the same as the expression forΓ∗ in equation (20) except for terms which, under the
assumption of the theorem, do not affect the optimal decision. Hence the theorem is proved.

Stage 4b

Now we calculate which is the best choice for the host inStage 4. We know the value ofα which is fed
in by Stage 4a. We assumea = 1 then work out the outcome for both host and parasite in the later stages,
then assumeb = 1 and do the same. Finally we compare the expected outcomes for the host against each
other and against−CA (the outcome forc = 1) to work out the best choice, which is the one with the
largest outcome.

Stage 4a

Given the decision for the host inStage 1and for the parasite inStage 2, we now need to know the expected
outcome for both in the chick game. For this we need to work out the outcome for both in the later stages
for every possible number of eggs which can reach these later stages. For everyy ∈ (0, x) (wherex− 1 is
the number of host eggs the parasite chooses to leave) we calculate a value forα based upon the equations
in the previous section, then use this and feed it into the later games. We then take all these values and
work out bothH(n) andP (n, x).

Stage 2

Given the value forn from Stage 1we just work out which value ofx maximizes the outcome forP (n, x).

Stage 1

For this stage we set a sensible maximum for the number of host eggs to lay. Then we calculate the expected
outcomeH(n) for eachn.

Example Calculations

Stage 6

SinceStage 7is just a calculation we can look initially atStage 6. At this stage we have a value forn and
α, we assume that alln = 4 eggs have made it as well as a parasite with probabilityα = 0.1. We also
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TABLE II

WORKED EXAMPLE VARIABLES.

Parameter

RH(x) = x

CR(x) = 0.25e
x
2

CL(x) = x
100

CA = 0

Ce = 0.26

RP (x) = e
−x
10

CDA(x) = x
100

CDC(x) = x
100

σ = 0.68

β = 0.06

sn
n = 0.99 andsn

x = 0.01
n
∀x < n

tn
n = 0.99 and tn

x = 0.01
n
∀x < n

Fig. 3. Graph of host fitness for a given final number of host chicks for both the cases with and without a parasite chick, i.e. Comparing
RH(X)− CR(X) with RH(X − 1)− CR(X − 1 + ξ) whereRh(x) = x, CR(x) = 0.25ex/2, ξ = 2

assume thata = 1.

So now we need to work out the bestγ for the parasite chick. We start off by looking at

Γ = [0, 0, 0, 0]

meaning that the parasite will destroy all the host eggs in every situation. For this we get the following
value forr.

r = [−0.0752, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9607, 0]

where this is the vector containing the values forr(x) for eachx from one to five (four hosts and a parasite),
the value for five being zero because here the parasite always destroys the host’s eggs. These are the expected
outcomes for the host for eachx; the outcome for5 chicks is zero because there can never be five chicks
due to the earlier parasite decision.
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TABLE III

OUTCOMES OF VARYING ELEMENTS OFγ

Γ r ρ Host Outcome Parasite Outcome

First Check

[0, 0, 0, 0, 4] [0, 0.0010, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9607,−0.1673] [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0] 1.9691 0.0079

[0, 0, 0, 0, 3] [0, 0.0010, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9160, 0] [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0] 1.9244 0.7314

[0, 0, 0, 0, 2] [0, 0.0010, 0.0030,−0.0049, 1.9607, 0] [0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0] 1.9648 −0.0119

[0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [0, 0.0010,−0.0237, 0.0043, 1.9607, 0] [0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0] 1.9661 −0.0218

Second Check

[0, 0, 0, 3, 3] [0, 0.0012, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9160, 0] [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0] 1.9245 0.7309

[0, 0, 0, 2, 3] [0, 0.0012, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9160, 0] [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0] 1.9245 0.7311

[0, 0, 0, 1, 3] [0, 0.0012, 0.0030, 0.0043, 1.9160, 0] [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0] 1.9245 0.7312

TABLE IV

OUTCOME FOR DIFFERENTSTAGE 4 DECISIONS

Stage4 Decision BestΓ Host Outcome Parasite Outcome
a [0, 0, 0, 0, 3] 1.9244 0.7314
b [0, 0, 0, 0] 1.7468 0.9583
c NA 0 0

This equates to the followingρ

ρ = [0, 1, 1, 1, 0]

where we give the valueρy = 1 if it will raise and ρy = 0 if it does not. Thus in this case the host will
raise if the nest contains 2,3 or 4 eggs, but not 1; (note that 5 eggs cannot occur here). The outcome for
the host is1.9680 and the parasite’s outcome is−.0397. We then need to compare this to the outcome for
values ofΓ where the entry in the final position is different. We see that the best outcome for the parasite
in this case is

Γ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 3]

So we move on and check this against values ofΓ with 3 in the final position, for the different possibilities
in the penultimate position. The best outcomes occurs for our originalΓ. Note that it appears as if the
outcome for the host does not change at all (see Table III). However, this is because of the rarity in
which the differing strategies lead to different behaviour in practice, and there are in fact small differences.
For examples the strategies[0, 0, 0, 3, 3] and [0, 0, 0, 2, 3] only lead to different behaviours with probability
α× t43 × 3/4 = 0.06× 0.01× 0.75 = 0.00045 for our example. In fact it turns out that this chosen value of
Γ is the best choice overall for the parasite.

Stage 4b

Suppose that we again assume thatα = 0.1. We need to work out which is the best choice at Stage 4, and
so we need to find the outcome fora, b, or c.

It is clear from Tables IV and V that the host will choosea in this case. It is worth noting that the parasite
reward forb = 1 is the largest of the three possibilities in this example, which is initially surprising as this
is when the host attempts to remove the parasite by ejecting a single egg. The reason for this is that the
parasite only records this outcome if the host chooses to eject, guesses incorrectly and destroys one of its
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TABLE V

OUTCOME FOR DIFFERENTSTAGE 2 DECISIONS WHENn = 4

δ decision Parasite Outcome
δA
0 −0.0350

δA
1 0.8533

δA
2 0.7811

δA
3 0.7162

δA
4 0.3032

TABLE VI

OUTCOME FOR DIFFERENTSTAGE 1 DECISIONS

n Host Outcome
1 0.4237
2 1.1694
3 1.6824
4 1.9187
5 1.7380
6 1.4959

own, meaning the parasite will have less destruction to do. In reality the parasite will receive1− σ times
this reward. But this is not calculated until Stage 2.

Stage 4a

Here we calculate the value ofα going into this second half. For example assumingn = 4 and that the
parasite adult does not choose to destroy any eggs, we get

A = [0.0299, 0.0442, 0.0581, 0.0002, 1.0000]

WhereA is a vector where the entries are the probabilities that there is a parasite given different values of
m ∈ (0, 5). In this casea = 1 and the outcome for the host is2.1403 and for the parasite is0.9583, with
the chosenΓ being the decision for the chick to destroy everything.

Stage 2

As an example we assume in this case that the number of eggs laid is 4, so we need to look at the parasite
outcome for the differentδA’s, as we can see in Table V. Thus the parasite decides to leave just one host
egg.

Stage 1

Choosing6 as a maximum forn in this example, we just look at the outcome for each of the possiblen
(see Table VI). This gives usn = 4 as our best choice for the host.

Results

In this Section we describe two real interactions between a host and its parasite. In each case we use
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TABLE VII

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE VARIABLE TABLE .

Parameter

RH(x) = x

CR(x) = 0.25e
x
2

CL(x) = x
100

CA = 0

Ce = 0.26

Rcuckoo(x) = e−0.1x

Rcowbird(x) = 50−(x−2.25)2

50

CDA(x) = x
100

CDC(x) = x
100

σcuckoo = 0.68

σcowbird = 0.98

βyellow = 0.64 βreed = 0.06

sn
n = 0.99 andsn

x = 0.01
n
∀x 6= n

tn
n = 0.99 and tn

x = 0.01
n
∀x 6= n

real parameter values as much as we can and make use of other evidence to estimate further parameters
indirectly. These then generate predictions of behaviour for the two cases. We further consider varying a
range of parameters to allow for different estimates and examine the effect. We will look at two interactions
between host and parasite, the first the Yellow Warbler (host) and the Brown-Headed Cowbird (parasite),
the second the Reed Warbler (host) and the Common Cuckoo (parasite).

Yellow Warbler vs Brown-Headed Cowbird

This is an interesting interaction because the Brown-Headed Cowbird is a species that does not generally
eject any host chicks after hatching, however on occasions they have been seen doing so (Davies and
de L. Brooke(1988)), so it is clear that they are capable of it. Thus although cowbirds do not (usually) in
reality destroy chicks in this situation, our model allows them the option to do so. Parasitism occurs for
the Yellow Warbler in a high (64%) in (Tewksbury et al.(2002)), and so we chooseβ = 0.64. Other studies
(Banks and Martin(2001); Barber and Martin.(1997)) show similar statistics. The Yellow Warbler makes
correct guesses as to which egg in the nest is the parasite (if it chooses to eject)98% of the time, so we
chooseσ = 0.98. From studies of the warbler/cowbird interaction it is shown that it is approximately (2-2.5)
times harder to raise a cowbird chick than a warbler chick; we shall useξ = 2.25. According to studies
done by (Davies and de L. Brooke(1988)) the reed warbler host loses an average of0.26 of its own eggs
during ejection, since there is little data on this on the yellow warbler we shall assume it is the same. Since
we usually set the fitness to be the average amount of host eggs left at the final stage we shall use this as
our cost of ejectionCE. We also assume in this case that the cost of abandonmentCA is equal to zero.

We also need suitable values for our fitness parameters. First of all we look at the reward to the host. We
always setRH(x) = x, which makes sense because the fitness is just the amount of eggs we get out minus
the cost it took to raise them. In this case we can set it as0.1x. Therefore it costs10% of the reward from
a host chick surviving to fledge to raise it.

It has been shown in studies that a parasite does best with approximately 2-2.5 host chicks in the nest
(Kilner et al.(2004)). For this reason we shall in this first example make the payoff graph for the parasite
the following.

RP (x) =
50− (x− 2.25)2

50
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Lay 3 Eggs - Destroy 1 - [a, a, a, c] - Γ = [0, 1, 2] - ρ = [1, 1, 1, 1]

Fig. 4. Stages of the game for the cowbird

Clearly this has a maximum at2.25. The destruction costs for both the adult cowbird and the cowbird
chick are set at0.01per host chick destroyed (just a small nominal cost). It has not proved possible to
find experimental evidence for an explicit functional form for the fitness costCR(x) to the host in raising
a clutch. We choose a form that has plausible features, namely a small cost for small clutches and an
increasing incremental cost for each extra egg for larger clutches. Different forms to the one chosen are
possible, but as long as they maintain these general features, then we contend that the results would not be
greatly affected. We get the following outcome for the cowbird game

• Ω = 1.1476
• Π = 0.9678

where the stages are as described in Figure 4.

This solution means that the host will lay three eggs; if a parasite visits the nest it will destroy one of
the host eggs and lay one of it’s own (it does this because the host will abandon the nest should it see
four in the nest). These results follow that of (Tewksbury et al.(2002)), where evidence of one egg being
removed by the parasite adult was found. Once the chicks have hatched, no matter what has happened with
natural destruction, the parasite will not destroy any of the host chicks and the host will then raise the brood
whatever the amount in the nest. This is what we find happens in nature with real cowbirds.

Reed Warbler vs Common Cuckoo

Note that the Common Cuckoo has a very different behaviour to Cowbirds (Kilner and Davies(1999); Haas
and Haas(1998)) in that it destroys all of the host chicks (Davies(2000); Davies and de L. Brooke(1988)).
We assume that all the natural elements are the same for this game as for the one with the Cowbird and
Yellow Warbler, including the rewards and costs to the host, except in the case of the parasitism rate, which
is much lower here. The only things that we are going to change are the fitness equation for the cuckoo
and the raising cost to the host of the parasite chickξ. Unlike for the cowbird, there is no evidence that the
cuckoo would benefit from the presence of host young, so we set the value ofRP (x) accordingly.

Rp(x) = exp(−0.1x)

As shown in Kr̈uger and Davies(2004) a common cuckoo bird is over four times the size of its hosts, so we
set ξ = 4.377, the average value found. We get the following outcome, with the game described in Figure
5. Cuckoos are better mimics than Cowbirds and it has been shown that the ejection success of the Warbler
versus the Cuckoo is only68%, so we setσ = 0.68.

• Ω = 1.5784
• Π = 0.7162

We initially have the same story happening as with the Cowbird, where the host will lay four eggs and
if a parasite visits the nest it will destroy one of the host eggs and lay one of its own. However after the
chicks hatch behaviour is different, when the Cuckoo chick will destroy all of the host’s young no matter
how many there are left in the nest. This is again the behaviour of real cuckoos. It should be noted that we
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Lay 4 Eggs - Destroy 1 - [a, a, a, a, b] - Γ = [0, 0, 0, 0] - ρ = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

Fig. 5. Stages of the game for the cuckoo

Fig. 6. The parasite reward functionRP (x) = e−λx with ξ = 3. Other parameters areβ = 0.06, σ = 0.68, RH(x) = x, CR(x) =
0.25ex/2, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.05x

can obtain the type of behaviour associated with the cowbird, described above, with the same exponential
shape of reward as in the cuckoo, providing that the rate of decay is sufficiently slow.

Differing Parameters

The parasite reward Rp(x)

In Figure 6 the values ofCDA andCDC have been increased from their default values to consider a situation
where behaviour varies for plausible values ofλ (λ being the tolerance of a parasite to having host chicks
in the nest with it. The higher the value of lambda, the worse for the parasite it is to have host chicks being
raised alongside it). The pattern of the outcomes is the same, except that these occur for larger values of
λ in this figure than they would if we had used the default values. The reward for the parasite steadily
decreases over time, whereas the host reward marginally increases but as we can see from the scale, this
reward is not changed a lot. In fact from the figure it is not clear that there is any strategic change at all, as
there are no significant jumps in the rewards to parasite or host; however such strategic changes do occur.
There are always four host eggs laid, and if a parasite visits, it will always eject a single host egg. In the
region betweenλ = 0.05 and λ = 0.06, there are in fact three points where a decision change has been
made. These occur at roughlyλ = 0.0515, λ = 0.053 andλ = 0.055. This is a transitional period between
typical cowbird behaviour (lowλ) and typical cuckoo behaviour (highλ). For values less thanλ = 0.0515
we get that the parasite ejects one egg in Stage 2 but does not eject any in Stage 6. Forλ ∈ (0.0515, 0.053)
the parasite will eject in Stage 6 if it has only a single nest-mate (the others being lost through natural
destruction). Forλ ∈ (0.053, 0.055) the parasite will eject all in Stage 6 if there is only one or two others.
For any value ofλ higher than0.055 the parasite will eject all three of the host chicks.
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Fig. 7. The cost function to the host of raising Cuckoo chicksCR(x) = µe
x
2 . Other parameters areβ = 0.06, σ = 0.68, RH(x) = x, RP (x) =

e−0.1x, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.1,ξ = 4.377

Fig. 8. The probability that the host correctly recognises the Cuckoo chickσ. Other parameter values areβ = 0.06, RP (x) = e−0.1x, RH(x) =
x, CR(x) = 0.25ex/2, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.1,ξ = 4.377

The raising cost of the hostCR(x)

The value ofµ in Figure 7 relates to the cost to the host of raising a chick; the higher the value ofµ, the
greater this cost is. The outcome for the host differs greatly depending on the cost of raising, as we would
expect. However there is a change in the parasite’s outcome which is not necessarily as we would expect,
since this does not have a direct relation toCR(x). This reward is not smooth and jumps at certain points,
these being caused by a change in the host’s behaviour. When the value ofµ reaches0.35 the host then
chooses to only lay three eggs which is why we see a slight raise in the parasite outcome which then slowly
dies away.

The probability that the host correctly rejects the parasite eggσ

Figure 8 shows the change in outcome for the host and a cuckoo parasite; we can see that the host does
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Fig. 9. The demand on resources of a parasite chickξ for the Cuckoo. Other parameter values areβ = 0.06, σ = 0.68, RH(x) = x, CR(x) =
0.25ex/2, RP (x) = e−0.1x, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.1

better whenσ is high and the parasite does better whenσ is low, as we would expect. There is in fact only
one change in possible decisions, when the parasite adult performs the destruction for low values ofσ and
the parasite chick destroys the host chicks for high values ofσ. There is no change in outcome for host
and cowbird in their game when we changeσ, so we have omitted the graph. In this case, the host never
tries to evict the cowbird parasite, because it is tolerant of the host’s young.

The relative cost of raising a parasite chickξ

Here Figure 9 breaks down into different points where the parasite’s decision changes as it takes into account
it’s own value forξ, and the host’s potential reaction. For the cuckoo example, behaviour is as follows for
a differentξ.

0-0.5 For small values ofξ the adult parasite chooses to destroy all the host eggs. At Stage 4, the probability
that there is a parasite given that the parasite would choose to destroy them all is 0.65. The expected
outcome for the host (withξ = 0.2) is 0.45, so is still positive. The host will abandon a single chick
in Stage 5 ifξ goes above 0.5.

0.5-1.8 For these values ofξ the host will still allow the parasite chick through at all times except when there is
just one chick. Most of the destruction this time is done by the parasite chick, with the adult destroying
one egg to leave the nest the same size as when the host laid it, thus lowering the chance that the host
believes there is a parasite.

1.8-2.5 The host will still abandon a single egg at Stage 4. The parasite adult ejects down to one host egg in
addition to its own egg, increasing its chances of being raised.

2.5-4.5 The host will now abandon at all points unless there are the same number of eggs in the nest as it first
laid, so the parasite just destroys one.

4.5+ Here the parasite strategies for adult and chick do not differ from the 2.5-4.5 range. It turns out that
whatever its decision as an adult the host will attempt to destroy it by ejecting (or in some cases
abandoning) in Stage 4. Thus the parasite must rely on luck, where the host fails to correctly identify
it, in order to survive.

With the cowbird example there is only one change in decision which occurs at aboutξ = 4.5 as with the
cuckoo, where before this time the parasite will destroy one host as an adult then the chick will leave the
nest alone. Beyond this the parasite adult and the host make the same decision as decribed in the4.5+
range for the cuckoo. However, the chick decision is different choosing not to destroy at any point.
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Fig. 10. The demand on resources of a parasite chickξ for the Cowbird. Other parameter values areβ = 0.06, σ = 0.98, RH(x) = x, CR(x) =
0.25ex/2, RP (x) = e−0.1x, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.01x

Fig. 11. The probability that a random nest is visited by a Cuckooβ. Other parameter values areRP (x) = e−0.1x, σ = 0.68, RH(x) =
x, CR(x) = 0.25ex/2, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.01x,ξ = 4.377

Parasite frequencyβ

Varying β to see if the different values alter the decision is of especial interest because it does appear
that in nature strategies do vary depending upon the level of parasitism (Brooke et al.(1998)), and this is a
parameter for which reliable estimates can be found. We revert to the default value ofRp(x), CDA andCDC .
For the varying values ofβ we get the different outcome for the hosts as shown in Figure 11. This shows
that as we would expect, the outcome for the host will decrease as the probability of a parasite arriving
increases. The outcome of the parasite is independent ofβ, except for the effect of varying host strategy;
this occurs once, with a significant reduction in the parasite outcome whenβ increases beyond a critical
value. At below this critical value the parasite behaves the same as for low values ofξ where the adult
destroys all of the host eggs.

Looking at the change inβ for the cowbird in Figure 12, we see three distinct changes in outcome. For
small β we get a similar outcome for the host, but where it lays four eggs. The Cowbird will eject one
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Fig. 12. The probability that a random nest is visited by a Cowbirdβ. Other parameter values areRP (x) = e−0.1x, σ = 0.98, RH(x) =
x, CR(x) = 0.25ex/2, CDC(x) = CDA(x) = 0.01x,ξ = 2.25

and lay one of its own, and the chick will not destroy. In the middle section the host will only lay three as
described above and onceβ becomes high it will lay four (its preferred amount in the absence of parasitism)
and then attempt to destroy the parasite in Stage 4 no matter what the parasite adult chooses to do. This
is because of the high probability of it being able to identify the cowbird and the high probability of there
being one visiting the nest.

Particularly significant variables

When considering which of these changes of variables are the most significant, probably the most important
thing is looking at variables which when altered produce a change of behaviour. For the parasite the most
significant feature, unsurprisingly, isRP (x) (i.e. its own reward with regards to how many host chicks are
in the nest). Changes in this function produce the change in decisions between the two classic behaviours,
that of a cuckoo and that of a cowbird.

For the host perhaps the most significant parameter isξ, the effective cost of raising a parasite, and all
other things being equal this is the one variable that affects the host decision in the most ways (so there
can be a sequence of different host strategies asξ varies), although there is also a parasite reaction to such
host changes which affects the host’s outcome. Asξ increases the cost to the host of raising such a chick
increases and the host becomes more aggressive with how it deals with a parasite egg, eventually trying to
destroy it no matter the consequences.

Another parameter that has a significant effect on both host and parasite isσ, the probability of correctly
identifying a parasite egg. The host will never attempt to evict if this probability is sufficiently low, and
evicts if the likelihood of a parasite being present is sufficiently large for larger values ofσ. Although this
is a single change in behaviour, the outcomes for both parasite and host change markedly when this takes
place.

Discussion

In this paper we have developed a model of the interaction between a brood parasite and its host which is
based upon a sequence of events, representing decisions by parasite parent, parasite chick or host parent, and
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random acts of nature. In this way we try to use information about the sequence of real occurrences during
these complex interactions in order to improve on past models and give realistic predictions of host and
parasite behaviour. Although we consider a very specific sequence of interactions, the methodology is quite
general and different sequences of events could be modelled in a similar way without many modifications.

The model is complex in that it has many different elements to it and the interaction between the different
parameters can in some instances be difficult to interpret. However it has been shown that there is some
significant alteration to the outcome of the game when the parameters are changed and each of the seven
stages gives us an interaction between host and parasite that occurs in nature. We have attempted to identify
the key influences of the parameters by concentrating on each in turn, although it should be noted that with
this number of parameters it is very hard to identify all the possible interactions between them. A major
aim of this paper is to consider the sequence of events in detail, and of course in some ways the model is
still a simplification. Thus every element of the game has a significant influence, and thus is of potential
importance.

A complication of this game is a lack of complete information. In particular, the host is unsure about whether
there is a parasite present in the nest or not, and must rely on estimating the likelihood of a parasite based
upon the current state of the nest. This lack of complete information in a game in extensive form makes
it not straightforward to analyze (van Damme(1996)). This is a simplification of reality, and sometimes a
host can pick up cues as to whether a parasite is present or not. For instance if the nest is disturbed by the
parasite, or if the parasite egg is sufficiently different to those of the host that the host can recognise this.

The number of possible sequences of games that can occur quickly becomes very large as the initial number
of eggs laid increases. In particular the vectorΓ, which describes the possible choices of the parasite chick
for all possible numbers of host eggs in the nest, can have(n + 1)! possibilities and the computing time
involved in running the program this number of times is prohibitive. In fact, we use a simpler procedure
which is much quicker. We have proved that the solutions obtained for the two methods are in fact the same
for the game described under clearly defined conditions.

This model assumes that both players in the game know all of the rules. It also assumes that both the host
and the parasite know what the other would do given what it does. For example when the parasite inStage
2 is choosing whether to leave four eggs and itself, then it knows what the host will do inStage 4if it sees
five eggs. At the final stage when the host decides whether to raise or not, it knows the number of eggs
presentm and has an estimate of the probability that one of these is a parasiteα, acquired from information
from the previous stages.

We assume in this model that only one parasite visits each nest and only lays one egg. This is to make the
calculation simpler. But it is entirely plausible to include more parasites having multipleStage 2s andStage
6s. To adjust the model, we would need to consider how the parasites interact. Earlier models, in particular
Maruyama and Seno (1999), have considered the important questionHow many eggs the Parasite should
lay?

There have been a number of models addressing this classical interaction between host and parasite. Davies
et al (1996) discusses a model involving how the probability of parasitism (β in our model) and recognition
probability σ are the main factors in deciding whether the host should eject. This model showed similar
effects to ours in that they are both indicators of what the host should do inStage 4. Robert and Sorci
(2001) discuss a model of how conspecific brood parasite could evolve into that of an interspecific one.
This is done by assuming that a particular parasite can lay in both its own nest (sayx eggs) and in other
birds nests (y eggs) with a given total (n). They then found conditions under whichy = n andx = 0, which
they interpreted as giving an interspecific brood parasite. Broom et al (2008) considers a model involving
the interaction of two key decisions which feature in our model, the destruction of broods by parasites
and the abandonment of broods by hosts. In particular hosts often abandoned single chicks for life-history
reasons independently of the (relatively low) probability of parasitism, and the kind of behaviour seen as
the parasite rewardRP (x) varies in this paper, was also observed. A model by Servedio and Hauber (2006)
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has sequential elements with a game in three stages equivalent to Stages1, 2 and4, looking into what cases
nest abandonment and egg rejection should occur. It was found that egg rejection was more favourable in
Cowbird-like parasites and that nest abandonment was better for Cuckoo-like parasites.

The interaction between host and parasite is one of great intrinsic interest, and one of the particularly
fascinating features is the way that the behaviour of brood parasitic young varies significantly between
species. A variety of possible explanations for this have been raised. It has been suggested in (Lotem(1998))
that the destruction of nest-mates is beneficial to parasites and species which do not do this are suffering
from evolutionary lag, or are prevented from killing host young due to their large size compared to the
parasite young (Grim(2006)). There is some evidence to support the evolutionary lag hypothesis, since
the more recently evolved parasites, such as the cowbirds, are also those that generally do not kill host
young (Davies(2000)). There are exceptions, however, so this cannot be the whole story. An example is
the Brown-headed Cowbird Molothrus ater which at times strategically evicts host young (Dearborn(1996)).
In addition two old world cuckoos, the Asian Koel Eudynamis scolopacea and the Channel-billed Cuckoo
Scythrops novaehollandiae, seem to have lost the capacity to kill young (they do not kill the host young,
but their closest living relatives do (Sorenson and Payne(2005); Payne and Payne(1998))). Perhaps these
cuckoos’ chicks are not strong enough to evict the host young (Krüger and Davies(2002)), since their hosts
are large. Relative size is generally not the main factor is deciding parasite behaviour, however; both the
Common Cuckoo Cuculus canorus and Horsfields Bronze-cuckoo Chalcites basalis chicks can evict eggs or
nestlings of twice their body weight (Payne and Payne(1998); Davies(2000)), and the Vidua and cowbird
hosts generally weigh much less than twice their parasites (Kilner(2005)). Note that nest structure may limit
ability to kill host young by eviction, but is unlikely to prevent killing by other means (Kilner(2005)).

We consider real examples of brood parasitism and find as many of our parameters for these situations as
possible, with other parameters and functional forms chosen to be as realistic as possible. We find that the
solutions from our game match with those from reality reasonably well. In particular changes in just a single
parameter within the reward function for the host moves the population from one of the classic behaviours
of destruction of all the host young by the parasite chick, associated with cuckoos, to the other classic
behaviour of no such destruction associated with the cowbirds. Studying the behaviour of the solution as
this parameter changes shows intermediate solutions which occur for small parameter ranges only. Thus
perhaps real behaviour can be explained in terms of individuals making optimal choices in games under
certain constraints which are the same for most brood parasitism situations, and do not need to rely on
evolutionary lag and/or size restriction arguments.

Increasing the prevalence of parasitism through the parameterβ has an affect on both host and parasite.
Common sense would suggest that the effect on the host would be the more significant, as the number of
interactions between host and parasite is proportional to this parameter, and such interactions are detrimental
to the host, whereas our model assumes no interactions between parasites at all. However, in fact, the effect
on the host is quite gradual, whereas the effect on the parasite reward occurs in a sudden steep jump as the
host changes strategy in response to the frequency of parasites, the reward becoming less as the parasite
frequency increases. See Broom et al (2008) for similar results. The effect of this parameter is of interest
because it is measurable and so predictions are potentially testable, and it would be of interest whether the
sequence of events that occurs in the model asβ changes also happen for real situations. Similarly the cost
of raising a brood should affect the host but not the parasite but in fact a steady decline for the host is
accompanied again by steep (negative) jumps for the parasite, as the host changes strategy. In this model we
have considered a fixed value ofβ only, rather than allowing it to vary as would happen if we considered
a fully population dynamic model. Our approach has been to assume that the population has settled to a
stable situation (or at least that this rate of change is slow enough that birds’ strategies are able to change
quicker than the rate of parasitism) and look for ESSs. There are likely to be situations where this is not
the case, and then a more dynamic model would be valuable.

In this sequential game, there are different places where in reality the game can stop, for example abandon-
ment of the nest by the host after the parasite has laid or at the moment of hatching. If modelled in real
time there would not be arbitrary costs associated with staying in or leaving the game at a given time; the
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cost would be related to how much time could not be used in future activities because it is being used to
participate in this game (e.g. the opportunity to start a new nest for the host). We envisage developing a
model where there are multiple hosts and parasites and interactions take place in real time, so that individuals
play the game as above but leave the game at different times. The reward for leaving at a given time for a
host will depend upon various ecological parameters such as the time remaining to the end of the breeding
season, but also the number of laying hosts per parasite in the population at that time. The parasite may
visit many nests, but must do so at the right point in the laying sequence, and can only lay eggs at a certain
rate (e.g. one per day). When should the hosts lay in such a population? It seems likely that they should lay
together, not just because it is the best time for reasons associated with ecological parameters, but because
it will dilute the effect of the parasites. These and other types of effects could be investigated when this
model is further developed.
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